Cindy -

Let me lay the "green" game out for you again. Third and last attempt. "Green" = eco freaks of nature, fish, owl or beast.

This is an age old con game. The new con game is played with birds, insects, animals, environment, the weather, you name it. These quotes below are extracted from Roni's email below. Roni and her husband are Colorado ranchers and key players in the national and Colorado property rights and freedom movement. They are both good people. They carry some of my work on their site I am proud to say.

http://www.goodneighborlaw.com/JackVenrick.htm
This game is not unlike the Ponzi scheme or Tulip Mania which is used all too often in the investment world. I have been caught in these con games more than once in my life, I am sorry sorry to say. The front men are highly effective and believable people especially when they tell you what you want to hear. And the game is played so well, the only truth you can see is what they show you. It is not unlike government at all levels. You like to think

Groups like SPCA take a few facts and pictures and distort the story into billions of dollars of profit. What they don't tell is how much money they are collecting and what they are doing with it. Also what they are not telling you is the collateral impact upon individual freedom, e.g. private property rights, increasing tyrannical regulation on business and land owners, heavy heavy fines, fees, licenses, taxes, codes, you name it. The government will not stop at anything to collect a buck. Government or the green "charities" have no boundaries. They are vicious. Dirty politicians will use them for political advantage. Pretty soon you have effectively effectively strangled free enterprise and private property and free choice.

This is what socialism and communism do and this is what American environmental movement has very effectively done along with all the other "save the world" movements, e.g. "alternative energy", "man caused" global warming, ad vomit.

This is why The Boeing Company left King Communist County and the socialist State of Washington. They have been out sourcing there work for decades. The Boeing Company was driven out by government leeches in the cities, counties and state where they did business for over 80 years. Plus the cost of labor became to high which is another story.

American government at all levels is a house of debt sinking into a swamp of corruption. The current federal, state, county and city forms of American government are totally illegitimate and unconstitutional. They no more represent me or freedom than the Red Cross represent charity and SPCA represents pets. They are totally debauched, unscrupulous, subverted, complicit, ad nausea.

You may remember the Red Cross was publicly crucified during the New Orleans disaster by at least Fox news. The Red Cross received over $500 million, I believe, from private contributions because the disaster was televised world wide. They only used a fraction of the funds for the New Orleans people. This is the end game you must understand. These so called called "charity" "non profit" groups are some of the slickest con men and women in the world.

Here are the facts you asked for and the fiction regarding

FACT 1
They use sensationalist clips like this, to bring in millions, but don't use one dollar (that's a documented fact) for the welfare of one critter.

FACT 2
Their use money raised to shut down animal farming in America - and force their culture of veganism on our society.

FACT 3
Your dollar would be better spent on your "local" Humane Society, where you can SEE it working kindly on critters.

FACT 4
If you want facts about them, contact Dr. Bernie Rollin at CSU. He's a world renown expert on Animal Ethics, and can tell you who's who.

FACT 5
Yes, unfortunately there are a hand full of "bad processors" still out there.

FACT 6
But Pacelle has nothing what so ever to do with helping an animal.

Fiction
they use the money to help the critters, their priority is helping critters, they are not crooks, they are not making millions of dollars with your contributions and tax dollars, they are not increasing the role of government tyranny in our lives, they are not suing everyone in sight to force them vs. giving them free choice, they are not fraudulently using our government, our taxes, our private and public property to swindle us, ad nausea....

All of the environmental, animal, bird and fish groups have gone beyond whatever good they may have originally intended. They are now giant "non profit" corporations that have amassed over $10 billion for the top 100 groups. Plus many of these groups have grown into huge non profit corporations that are illegitimate. They are no more non profit than I am. They rob America because they are more a profit oriented business that may be legitimately taxed. Another way to say this is that, not only do these green groups bilk American tax payers, they bilk us every time they send out a pretty calendar and soliciting mailer. They take our unconstitutional direct taxes to fraudulently take our property.
The smaller green groups are networked into the Mother groups back east and are funded to disseminate distortion and misinformation. The majority of the urban people and a large number of the rural people do not understand the facts.

Saving species or the forest is no longer their highest agenda. Their new agenda is to control the the land and profit by it at our expense. See link in #14 below for an excellent big picture. They do this by hyping environmental and species data out of context to appeal to the average American gullibility so they will contribute to their cause. They have also gained control of the liberal politicians and some of the conservatives. They have the power to kick out, shut down or shout down any politician or government employee. They are one with the media. This is a huge green machine capable of rolling over anyone's property rights, natural rights, unalienable rights, et al.

I have researched this for years along with all private property rights and freedom groups. We are all in agreement. We call it the green triangle, i.e. government plus environmental extremists/animal/fish/fowl extreme groups plus the private companies parasites living off government. It's a symbiotic relationship that bilks the tax payers, private property owners and owners and all Americans who use private and public lands.

These green extreme groups take a dash of truth and add a gross of lies and distortion and make make tons of money.

It's very easy to do because most of America has no common sense or ability to discern the facts, the stats. let alone the perspective over epochs of time.

The Autobahn Society was at the I933 initiative (Property Fairness) session to block the titling to confuse the voters, fortunately they lost the title battle. Unfortunately they won the war. The greens are mean and rich and the money flows from the east coast in abundance. The Nature Conservancy sent Futurewise/1000 Friends of Washington $500,000 to campaign against I933. My ex Sister-in-law called me from her home in SeaTac and said Futurewise was going door to door saying that if I933 passed their neighborhood would be turned into a commercial development. This is total BS of course but the Seattle greens control Washington thanks to the east coast big green 100 groups $10 billion+. Then the government adds a line in the voters pamphlet saying the cost to the vot

76% of the votes come from north and south of Seattle along I5, i.e. liberal green mean extreme.

The end result is we loose our property, our land, homes, water, wages and the use of the resources of our public and private land. The cost of this is enormous.
It is easy to find the truth out now with the internet. It did not take me long to find all the corruption in the SPCA. See below. You can do this too. Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely. Whether it is government or "non profit charity" groups, or central bankers bankers or Bill Gates or Paul Allen, they are not looking out for you or me or our animals or birds or any other species. They are in it for themselves, i.e. profit and control. The animals, environment, birds, fish are secondary if not last.

You may think these groups all feel good and do good and that may be a half truth at the most. But the other side to that is they are mean, green extreme, rich beyond our imagination and networked throughout the world. There are 76 green extreme groups in Missoula because UM is there and the USFS Regional Office. They are vultures who feed off the body of our unalienable rights, our constitution, our freedoms and liberties. This is my generation who started as the tree spikers and tree huggers. They are more successful beyond their own wildest dreams.

UN Agenda 21, Sustaining Development, Smart Growth, and all land use regulation by government and green non government groups go against all the laws of our land, including our Constitution, Declaration of Independence, our Common Law, Natural Law, et al. All this so called "alternative energy", ESA, "global warming" is political junk science more about land use control than protecting species or the environment. The government cannot protect our freedoms and unalienable rights let alone control the weather, species, energy, etc. There is NO American constitutional democratic republic anymore. It died as soon as it was born. Go to my web site www.freedomforallseasons.org in construction.

It has taken me several years of increasing research to verify this. The taking of our freedoms becomes further diabolical. I have no political agenda. You have to open you eyes to see this. Muscle test any of what I say. It is all true. There is no such thing as man caused global warming. Kryon says the same thing. Man only contributes .017% of the CO2. There is no objective consensus on this! i.e. the government, academia and non government green extreme and UN are all living off this bull shit. Hundreds of independent climatologist are rejecting this nonsense. Its all dramatics for the emotion to get your money and your land.

The latest theory is that the sun is increasing its energy into the planet and this fits with Kryon Kryon and others. The heat increases the temperature of the ocean which in turn increases CO2. CO2. i.e. CO2 is increasing because of the ocean heat not because of man.

Over 99% of the species are extinct naturally. ESA is not about saving the species anymore than PETA or the Humane Society are about saving pets. They are all about political pandering pandering and profit. The Spotted Owl, Snowy Plover and other species were a complete hoax hoax that were created on junk science that destroyed more families and industry than anything anything man has done. In fact I have an article in my hand titled "Endangered Species Act Has
Has Harmed Endangered Species". Out of 1300 some species listed on the so called "endangered species" list of the USFWS, 9 are extinct, 14 were listed in error and 9 "recovered". This has cost $X billion of our tax money directly out of our pockets plus the lost lost revenue of shutting down the national forest so we cannot harvest our most renewable resource plus all the land owners that have been crucified by the eco terrorist plus all the families and jobs that have been lost because of this nonsense.

If you want to save the world do it by free choice not by green government or green non government tyranny. "Charities" and Government have become a multi-headed beast who devours our rights, our property, homes, land, wages, lives, families, education, you name. And this is because someone else wants to tell you how to live and manage your private property. They don't like the way you slaughter your animals to eat, they don't like rodeos, they don't your cutting down your trees or clearing your ditches or making improvements on your land. So they call PETA or Futurewise or Natural Resources Defense Council or Nature Conservancy or the Sierra Club or King County DDES or their Senator and complain. They in turn devise unconstitutional laws, regulations, ordinances, codes, fees, fines, penalties, jail sentences, prison time, liens on your home and land, ad nausea. Now you do not own your land or your home or your truck or your life. This is communism and socialism.

This behavior of using force goes against all the laws of the land and the organic laws of the law. You cannot force anyone to do anything, especially using the government or a non government green group. It all must be based on free choice and love. The era of taking by force is ending, the era of free choice and love is beginning.

Environmental, animal, bird and fish can better be protected through volunteer education and compliance not forced or foisted or tyrannical extraction of private or public property from American citizens by anyone. You breach love but you have to stop using government and non government groups who are terrorizing us to death. We have rural property owners in jail, jail, beaten, tied up in litigation for years consuming tens of thousands of dollars because of this green hype.

There is nothing relative above this nor can you assign it a lower energy on the scale of consciousness nor can you not listen to the truth. You may as well stick your head in the sand. While we are NOT of this world; we are still very definitely in this world and anyone who who thinks they can bliss out and shine their light and that is all they have to do, is completely completely naive of Spirit and freedom. We live in many dimensions and the universe has many many dimensions.

We live in one of the few countries in the world that used to have freedom but choose to give it it up. Americans do not have a clue they are being strangled to death by this sort of "do good feel good sound good" "non profit" swindling corporations.
This is why sovereign natural free born Citizens have become enslaved. You have exactly what you want, a green nation of lemmings who cannot do anything by free choice because someone else doesn't like the way you running your "ranch".

You tell someone else how to live their life, treat their animals, birds, bees, fish, what have you and you have instantly bonded and indentured them and you for the rest of your life.

1.  SPCA Loses 6 of 16 board members in a month -  
http://www.topix.com/forum/city/newport-news-va/TV3ADF9RQ0F8E7HR

2.  Not For Profit Organizations With Police Powers: A Bad Thing -  
http://brianoconnor.typepad.com/animal_crackers/2005/03/notforprofit_or.html

3.  Apparent Corruption Results in Closing of NJ SPCA Chapter -  

4.  SPCA officers are NOT peace officers or Animal Control Officers. They are employees of a non profit private corporation and cannot apply, be issued, serve or execute a warrant.  

Animal control officers are not peace officers but may exercise the powers of arrest of a peace officer as specified in Section 836 and the power to serve warrants as specified in Sections 1523 and 1530 during the course and within the scope of their employment, if those officers successfully complete a course in the exercise of those powers pursuant to Section 832. That part of the training course specified in Section 832 pertaining to the carrying and use of firearms shall not be required for any animal control officer whose employing agency prohibits the use of firearms. For the purposes of this section, "firearms" includes capture guns, blowguns, carbon dioxide operated rifles and pistols, air guns, handguns, rifles, and shotguns.  
A/C can SERVE a warrant. They CANNOT APPLY, BE ISSUED A WARRANT OR EXECUTE A SEARCH.

Disclaimer
This site does not advocate or endorse any activities that are in violation of Federal, State, or Local laws.

Title 17 U.S.C. section 107
In compliance with Title 17 U.S.C. section 107, GFN is distributed free, without profit or payment, for non-profit research and educational purposes only.


6.  Camden County Animal Shelter - More Comes To light -  

7.  SPCA officials caught taking bribe -
8. The irony that lies here is that due to their pro-activeness, many cases of animal and pet abuse in Malaysia reach more of these independent groups than SPCA itself, when all these groups comprise of are everyday citizens of Malaysia who, when not clocking in their 9-to-5 jobs, are dedicated to the cause without any intent of seeking recognition. It goes to show that [SPCA’s impressive-looking track record](http://www.tribuneindia.com/2001/20011221/ncr1.htm) bears little substance unless it starts proving to the public that it will continue to live up to its aims and objectives. [http://thecicak.com/?p=297](http://thecicak.com/?p=297)

9. how much money does your SPCA receive from the Humane Society? Cause its my understanding the Humane Society doesn't give a dime to any shelter yet their president makes close to 7 figures a year. [http://forum.purseblog.com/animalicious/peta-have-you-read-this-237534-3.html](http://forum.purseblog.com/animalicious/peta-have-you-read-this-237534-3.html)

10. I used to support PETA too. That's why it was so heartbreaking to me as I slowly learned the truth. I don't believe any celebrity knows the whole truth. If they did, they wouldn't support them either cause Pam like Alicia Silverstone own dogs and cats. PETA is against anyone owning any animal. But PETA doesn't tell them this cause they want the support their celebrity gives them. And celebrity are so busy they rely on and trust people and what they are told. And yeah, people should know about the authorization but not be told its the shelters fault. Its private citizens who are to blame. The blame is just misdirected. [http://forum.purseblog.com/animalicious/peta-have-you-read-this-237534-3.html](http://forum.purseblog.com/animalicious/peta-have-you-read-this-237534-3.html)

11. I don't think they receive any (the humane society and the spca are a bit at odds with each each other here). Before the rescue organization took over their shelter, they had a contract with with the city who gave them some funds to run it. Anything else they received was from private private donation. I'm not sure how much the president at the Humane Society here makes. It's It's too bad as the humane society here helped pay for the spaying/neutering of some strays I trapped when I used to live in an apartment. They also covered the medical costs of one stray who I became very fond of and had an abscess. There is allot of corruption in some of these charitable organizations. [http://forum.purseblog.com/animalicious/peta-have-you-read-this-237534-3.html](http://forum.purseblog.com/animalicious/peta-have-you-read-this-237534-3.html)

12. Well the Humane Society is on my bad guy list as well. They rake in millions of dollars every year using photos from animal shelters to get money out of people. Yet they don't give a dime to any of them (save for the few dollars here and there on on what I consider to be token gestures - like how they helped you). People believe the money they give the Humane Society goes directly to shelters and it doesn't. Right off the top, the exuberant salaries of all the mucky mucks gets taken care of first. Which I completely don't understand. I give them nothing. They disgust me. [http://forum.purseblog.com/animalicious/peta-have-you-read-this-237534-3.html](http://forum.purseblog.com/animalicious/peta-have-you-read-this-237534-3.html)

13. Project Vote Smart - [http://www.vote-smart.org/issue_rating_detail.php?r_id=2430](http://www.vote-smart.org/issue_rating_detail.php?r_id=2430) i.e. these groups profile, label and pressure politicians to do their bidding, mostly at the expense of expense of private property owners and locals who want to use their public lands for hiking, hunting, fishing, biking, etc. They take very effectively take control of your private and public public land at your expense which is all unconstitutional. But the politicians and the
government and the environmental extremist don't care about your rights because they have all the money and the power. It's a iron triangle or green triangle squeeze.

14. This is the big picture - A must see video prepared by one of the leaders in this property rights movement. [http://takingliberty.us/TLHome.html](http://takingliberty.us/TLHome.html)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Cindy
To: Jack
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2008 1:24 PM
Subject: RE: An example of fact vs fiction........

I don't get the fact vs. fiction part either?

From:
To: Cindy
Subject: Fw: An example of fact vs fiction........
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2008 20:16:10 -0800

Cindy - FYI

Roni Sylvester and her husband are great people, ranchers in Colorado and Wyoming.
Wyoming.
Jack

Pray to God, but hammer away,
Spanish Proverb
John R. Venrick
----- Original Message ----- 
From:
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2008 8:00 PM
Subject: An example of fact vs fiction........

Animal Welfare Friends,
I received the following propaganda from a good friend, and decided to share our exchange as a great example of a wonderful person who - like millions of good people - was duped by Pacelle and company.
Roni
PS: Name deleted to protect a good person.

Dear Friend,
You are priceless. It saddens me that ruthless groups like the HSofUS preys on giving, loving people like you. I will forward this to Dr. Rollin and other trusted animal welfare authorities, for their discernment.
----- Original Message -----  
To: Roni 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2008 6:18 PM 
Subject: Re: Call to action... Update: case sends shock waves  

Thanks for the heads up... because I have about 25 different animal agencies that I donate to when I can... This really disturbs me to learn something like this... the softest place in my heart is for animals. I do donate to my local humane society as well. They are a no kill shelter. I didn't donate to them before, but once someone else took over and made it a no kill, I've done what I could to help... not always money, but often times food, kitty litter... etc., things they will always need every day. How would I contact Dr. Rollin? Thanks for the note..

----- Original Message -----  
From: Roni 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2008 7:03 P 
Subject: Re: Call to action... Update: case sends shock waves  

Hi Friend, 
Be very cautious with Mr. Pacelle and his Humane Society of the United States. They use sensationalist clips like this, to bring in millions, but don't use one dollar (that's a documented fact) for the welfare of one critter. Their use money raised to shut down animal farming in America - and force their culture of veganism on our society. Your dollar would be better spent on your "local" Humane Society, where you can SEE it working kindly on critters. 
If you want facts about them, contact Dr. Bernie Rollin at CSU. He's a world renown expert on Animal Ethics, and can tell you who's who. Yes, unfortunately there are a hand full of "bad processors" still out there. But Pacelle has nothing what so ever to do with helping an animal. Thank you for staying on top of these issues. We need more like you. 
Roni  

----- Original Message -----  
To: 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2008 5:05 P 
Subject: Call to action... Update: case sends shock waves  

Last week, an undercover investigation revealed shocking abuses of "downed" dairy cows -- those who are too sick or injured to walk -- at a Southern California slaughter plant. The cows were subjected to terrible pain and fright in attempts to get them to stand up and walk to their deaths.  

| | |
Progress in "Downer" Abuse Case -- But More is Needed to Prevent Other Cases Like it

Last week, our undercover investigation revealed shocking abuses of "downed" dairy cows -- those who are too sick or injured to walk -- at a Southern California slaughter plant. The cows were subjected to terrible pain and fright in attempts to get them to stand up and walk to their deaths.

We also discovered that the meat from these tortured animals gets fed to children through the National School Lunch Program! Please watch our investigative video, and then take action today to stop this cruelty.

So much has happened since we released our investigation last Wednesday:

- The USDA suspended its purchases from Hallmark within hours of our release of information on the case.
- Millions of people have seen our undercover video of abuse, whether on CBS Evening News, CNN, local television broadcasts, or on humansociety.org.
- More than a dozen U.S. Senators and U.S. Representatives have expressed outrage and demanded action to prevent this kind of abuse from happening again.
- California, Iowa, Minnesota, Oregon, Washington, and other states, responding to letters HSUS sent to them about possible food safety risks, have stopped serving beef from the slaughter plant we exposed.

These responses show that the public will not stand for such cruelty to animals, nor for the health risks that come with using "downed" cows for food. But the outrage has not yet prompted a change in federal policies related to the handling of downer cows.

Urge the USDA to tighten its lax enforcement of the downer rule and to close the rule's loophole -- so that cows who are obviously in no shape to walk are not taken to slaughter in the first place.

Thank you for all you do for animals.
Sincerely,

Wayne Pacelle
President & CEO
The Humane Society of the United States